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In this paper, we describe the integrated power, area and thermal modeling framework in the
structural simulation toolkit (SST) for large-scale high performance computer simulation. It
integrates various power and thermal modeling tools and computes run-time energy dissipation for
core, network on chip, memory controller and shared cache. It also provides functionality to update
the leakage power as temperature changes. We illustrate the utilization of the framework by applying
it to explore interconnect options in manycore systems with consideration of temperature variation
and leakage feedback. We compare power, energy-delay-area product (EDAP) and energy-delay
product (EDP) of four manycore configurations-1 core, 2 cores, 4 cores and 8 cores per cluster. Results
from simulation with or without consideration of temperature variation both show that the 4-core per
cluster configuration has the best EDAP and EDP. Even so, considering that temperature variation
increases total power dissipation, we demonstrate the importance of considering temperature
variation in the design flow. With this power, area and thermal modeling capability, the SST can

be used for hardware/software co-design of future exascale systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the cost of a megawatt of power for 1 year ranging
from $590K to $1.85 Million [1], the power bill for future
many-megawatt machines could outweigh their purchase cost.
Additionally, increased power consumption often requires
expensive new facilities to deliver and manage the vast
amount of electricity, as well as facilities to cool the energy-
dissipating computers. This is demonstrated by recent data
centers constructed by companies like Google and Apple
with costs in the hundreds of millions of dollars [2]. The
problem is one of worldwide importance as 2010 server power
consumption is estimated at $44.5 Billion [3].

Traditional architectural simulators for high performance
computing (HPC) narrowly focus on the performance and power
dissipation of part of the system. This makes it difficult for

system designers to make educated decisions about how to
manage the energy for the entire system.

The structural simulation toolkit (SST) [4] aims to address
this problem. The SST provides a framework for simulating
large-scale HPC systems. This simulator allows parallel
simulation of large machines at scale to understand both
performance and energy consumption. The SST couples
parameterizable models for processors, memory and network
subsystems. These models all have access to a uniform interface
to power and thermal modeling libraries that estimate power
dissipation and update temperature.

This paper introduces the technology interface in the SST, the
core of integrated energy, power and temperature simulation. It
receives access counts from the SST components and calculates
the power dissipation and temperature change. The power and
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thermal libraries are architecture modeling tools that provide
power and temperature calculation methods to the technology
interface. In the current implementation, the power libraries
include McPAT [5], IntSim [6, 7] and ORION [8], and HotSpot
[9] is used as a thermal library. The technology interface also
provides the functionality to dynamically update the leakage
power as temperature changes.

Temperature variation has become a major challenge to future
HPC architecture design. It has an exponential relationship with
leakage, which can cause further exacerbation of power [10].
This problem is becoming more and more critical with the
continuous scaling of technology [11]. There have been a few
energy management approaches proposed for on-chip networks
(NoC), including routing-based energy optimization [12–15]
and clustering [5]. In this study, we illustrate the utilization of the
modeling framework to study the performance and efficiency
tradeoffs in clustering of manycore systems with consideration
of temperature variation. The communication pattern generator
and the router model components in the SST are used to model
the manycore systems and provide component usage counts to
the technology interface. The estimated power and performance
of the NoC are gathered by the introspection interface for further
evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss prior related works. In Section 3, we
describe the structure of the SST and its key interfaces for
power/area/thermal modeling and statistics gathering. Section 4
gives more details on the technology models currently supported
by the framework, and Section 5 shows preliminary results
of validating SST. In Section 6, we use the framework to
explore the interconnect options of future manycore processors
by varying the degree of clustering, and examine the impact
of temperature variation on this. The paper is concluded in
Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

There has been much research in the area of performance and
power modeling of HPC architectures. Traditional single-core
simulators were designed to model out-of-order superscalar
processor pipelines. For instance, SimpleScalar [16] was
widely used to evaluate uniprocessor systems. It is extended
with several power models, such as Wattch [17] and Sim-
Panalyzer [18], for examining performance/power tradeoffs.
However, it runs only user-mode single-threaded workloads,
let alone the simulation of multiple processor cores. Full-
system simulators are frequently used to evaluate manycore
architectures. For example, the M5 simulator [19] supports the
execution of the operating system as well as the application
code, and is capable of modeling I/O subsystems and multiple
networked systems. It has been integrated with Wattch to
study the processor lifetime of chip multiprocessors [20].
However, it only supports a shared-bus model to simulate

interconnection of manycore processors and the integration with
the power model is not available in the standard distribution.
GEMS model detailed aspects of cores, cache hierarchy, cache
coherence and memory controllers [21] and has an improved
network model, GARNET [22]. However, it can only model
power dissipation of the network components, not the entire
system. The Polaris toolchain provides rapid estimations of
power/area/delay of large NoC design space and its power
model has been extended to consider temperature variation
and leakage feedback [11]. However, it has a lack of detailed
power models of the computation and storage components
on the chip. The integrated power, area and timing modeling
framework, McPAT, has been used together with a manycore
performance simulator to explore the interconnect options of
future manycore processors, but the simulator is not publicly
available. Recently, Lis et al. [23] presented HORNET, a
parallel, highly configurable, cycle-level manycore simulator
with support for power and thermal modeling. However, it
does not have a modular design to allow integration of other
architectural models not shipped with the package. Moreover,
it is integrated with ORION, which only provides power models
of network components.

The SST simulation framework builds on a long tradition of
architectural and network simulators such as M5 [19], NS-3
[24] and A-SIM [25]. In addition, it builds upon community
experiences in modeling power dissipation [5, 17]. The SST
often seeks to directly include existing simulators to build a
‘best of breed’ framework. The novel approach of the SST is
to include these individual component models in a parallel,
scalable and open-source framework.

3. STRUCTURAL SIMULATION TOOLKIT

The SST is based on a fully modular design and provides
a parallel simulation environment using message passing
interface (MPI). This enables the SST to extensively explore
parameters of an individual system without the need to
intrusively change the simulator. It also provides a high level of
performance and the capability to look at large systems.

The SST consists of a simulator core, which provides simu-
lation services, and pluggable components (Section 3.4), which
constitute individual simulation models. The simulator core pro-
vides simulation configuration and start up (Section 3.1), the
parallel model of computation (Section 3.2.1), checkpointing
(Section 3.3) and a common interface to the technology models
(Section 3.5).

3.1. Configuration and job flow

The SST is configured with an XML file which lists the
components instantiated in the simulation, any component
parameters that must be passed in, the links between
the components and the latency on the component links.
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The SST Framework 183

This configuration is processed into a graph, with the component
instances as nodes and the links between them as edges, which
is then fed to the Zoltan [26] library to find a partition which
balances the number of components per host rank and which
will maximize the simulated latency between components.
Partitioning along high latency links means that rank will
have to exchange messages less frequently in our conservative
optimization.

3.2. Model of computation

The simulation is carried out in a component-based discrete
event model of computation. Each component can assign a clock
to itself, to be triggered at regular intervals. Components can
also send events to other components along links, which have
a minimum latency. When an event arrives at a component, it
triggers an event handler function, in which the component can
process and respond to the event.Alternately, the component can
poll the link to receive and process any outstanding messages.

3.2.1. Parallel implementation
Parallelism is transparent to the component writer. Components
interact through sending events to each other through link
objects.All events inherit from a common base class, which also
includes a time (Section 3.2.2) tag to indicate when it should be
delivered. All events must be serializable (using the Boost [27]
Serialization Library), which transforms the event structure into
a compact binary representation.

Whenever an event is sent, the SST core determines if the
destination of the event is local (i.e. on the same MPI rank) or
remote. Remote events are queued up for future delivery the
next time the given ranks are due to synchronize. This occurs
only as often as needed, based upon the latency partitioning
given by the Zoltan library; that is, if the components on two
ranks are connected by a link with a minimum latency of
1000 ns, those ranks only need to synchronize every 1000 ns
of simulated time.

The Boost MPI library is then used to perform the actual
communication. When two ranks synchronize, they serialize
and send the pending events to each other. When the events are
received, they are integrated with the local event queues, where
they wait for delivery to their target components.

3.2.2. Time
Time in the simulator is represented using a single 64-bit
unsigned integer to count the number of atomic timesteps that
have passed since the beginning of simulation. The actual
atomic timebase (time increment represented by each atomic
timestep) is user programmable and has a default of 1 fs (10−12)
s, which provides for over 200 days of simulated time. All
times used by components and links are specified using strings
(for example, ‘1.5 ns’ or ‘1.73 GHz’), and are resolved at build
time into a TimeConverter object. The TimeConverter object
essentially represents a component’s view of time and provides

functions for converting from the component’s timebase to the
atomic timebase. The TimeConverter simply stores the number
of atomic timesteps (referred to as its factor) in the desired
time interval. In the case of a specified clock frequency, the
factor represents the number of atomic timesteps in the clock
period. For example, a component with a 1 GHz clock would
get a TimeConverter object with a factor of 1000 (assuming the
default atomic timebase of 1 fs), which would also be equal to
the factor for 1 ns.

The creation of a TimeConverter has two options. The first
is to register a clock handler, in which case the handler is
called once per clock period. The second is to simply register
a timebase with the simulator, which can be used with the
event driven interface. In either case the returned TimeConverter
object is registered with the component’s links, where it is
used to convert latencies from the component’s view of time
to the atomic timebase. The use of TimeConverters insulates
the components from both the need to know the value of the
atomic timestep, as well as from knowing their own operating
frequency. This allows a component to be written with a generic
timebase, which can be set at run-time.

3.3. Checkpointing

Because simulations may run for an extended period of time
over a number of nodes, the simulator needs the ability to
checkpoint and recover its state. To accomplish this, the
simulator core uses the Boost Serialization Library to convert
the core’s state and the state of each component into a binary
format. At a user defined interval, this binary state is dumped to
a file that can be used to restart the simulation.

3.4. Components

The most important class in the SST is Component, the base
class from which all simulation components (e.g. core, router,
memory, etc.) inherit. Components are connected by links
to communicate with each other and are partitioned among
all ranks to ensure balanced workload and scalability of the
simulator.

Components can query the SST’s technology interface
for power and temperature estimates, and in some cases,
chip area and timing information. The components can set
technology parameters (such as clock frequency and supply
voltage), choose the estimation library it wishes to use, and set
architecture parameters like cache size or the number of register
file ports. Once the estimates are computed, the SST provides
components a uniform interface (the introspection interface) for
reporting power consumption and gathering statistics. The SST
includes a variety of processor, network and memory models
(components) at different scales and levels of accuracy. In this
study, we use two components, the communication pattern
generator and the router model.
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184 M. Hsieh et al.

3.4.1. Communication pattern generator and the Router
model

The communication pattern generator is implemented as a
state machine. It simulates compute time by suspending
operations until a future event indicates the passing time and
the need to transition to another state in the state machine.
The communication pattern generators use dimension-ordered
routing in the NoC. The only communication pattern
implemented at the moment is ghost, which simulates ghost
cell exchanges on a five-point stencil operator where each rank
communicates only with its east, west, south and north neighbor.
Implementations of communication patterns for FFT [28], the
NAS parallel benchmark integer sort [29] and master/slave [30]
are under way.

The router model component allows for arbitrary topologies.
Messages are wormhole routed and use source-based routing.
If a path from an input port to an output port is available, the
message is forwarded without further delays. The router model
also models congestion in the network when the input or the
output port is busy. The router model maintains a small number
of counters to enable statistics on the number of messages
coming in and going out of each port, how often congestion
occurs and how much delay is caused.

3.5. Technology interface

The technology interface is the core of power and thermal
simulation. It integrates various power and thermal libraries
(e.g. McPAT, IntSim, ORION and HotSpot), computes run-time
energy dissipation and stores the data traces. Its implementation
is independent of the front-end simulator such that the statistical
timing model is replaceable.

3.5.1. The design
The technology interface is initialized at two levels: the chip
level and the component level. The chip-level initialization
creates silicon layer floor plans and links the simulation chip
with a thermal library. The floor plan may include multiple
blocks, and the blocks are assumed to be running with the same
clock frequency and voltages, and more importantly within the
uniform temperature plane. Therefore, the size of the floor
plan determines the modeling granularity of the simulation
and can vary from a single block to an SST component
(e.g. core or main memory). After floor plans are set up,
thermal tiles are created for silicon, interface, spreader and
heatsink layers. Thermal tiles are the same size as underlying
floor plans but do not need to be on the same layer—only
silicon-layer thermal tiles are duplicated in terms of xyz

coordination.
Chip-level physical parameters include thermal design

parameters, floor plan parameters (e.g. sizing and coordinate
information) and technology parameters for each floor plan.
Thermal design parameters include chip designs (e.g. chip
thickness, thermal RC constants) and the initial temperatures

for each thermal tile. Technology parameters include device-
level parameters as well as higher-level parameters such as
temperature, clock frequency and supply voltage.

The component-level setup reads architectural parameters
of each component from the system description language
(SDL) file and runs the power model to compute the basic
information such as dynamic energy per access, leakage
energy and area. Component parameters include core/uncore-
level microarchitectural parameters such as number of branch
predictors, cache hierarchy, pipeline design, etc.

3.5.2. Run-time power and temperature estimation
with leakage feedback control

The technology interface specifies the power into five
categories: dynamic, short circuit (or switching), gate leakage,
subthreshold leakage and peak power. The technology interface
gets usage counts of each component at a user-specified period
or condition. It then uses the well-known Wattch method [17] to
calculate the dynamic energy by multiplying these count values
with dynamic energy per access statically calculated by power
models. The leakage power consumption is calculated by power
models at an initial temperature. The estimated power is then
stored in a central power database, which can be accessed for
later analysis.

After power dissipation for each component is calculated, the
power values for the underlying floor plans are correspondingly
updated. Once the power calculation is done for all components
in the simulated chip, the technology interface triggers
temperature calculation using the thermal library. The thermal
library takes instantaneous power values for each floor plan.
The new temperature of each floor plan updated by the thermal
library is fed back to the blocks grouped within the floor
plan. This procedure is called leakage feedback, and the new
leakage power is calculated based on the new temperature.
These power changes will again affect the temperature profile
[31]. After several iterations, the difference between each loop
will be small enough and the power and thermal profiles
converge [11].

3.6. Introspection interface

The introspection interface is a unified way to report and record
simulation data for analysis and display. It provides a standard
method of retrieving statistics so that external programs can
access the simulator statistics without requiring knowledge
of simulator structures. The SST Introspector class inherits
from the component class and can be created to monitor
information from all, or a subset of other real components. Like
components, introspectors are created and parameterized by the
SDL specifying which components they wish to monitor and
how frequent to query these components to retrieve components
state (e.g. power). Unlike components, introspectors are not
partitioned and have a copy on every rank. Introspectors can
exchange components data with introspectors on other ranks
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart of NoC power modeling with consideration of leakage feedback.

via MPI collective calls. Via these collective communications,
introspectors can gather information, such as the highest core
temperature in the system and the total power dissipation of the
system, etc.

Figure 1 presents the flow chart of NoC power modeling
with consideration of the leakage feedback using the modeling
framework. The traffic pattern generator component generates
a traffic trace, which is then fed into the router model
component to capture the usage count of the router and
calculate the network delay. The usage count information is
then fed into a power library (McPAT or ORION in this
study) to calculate the power consumption with consideration
of leakage feedback and temperature variations. At this step,
within each iteration leakage power is calculated with the
simulated temperature until the power and thermal profile have
converged. The power library also calculates the area for the
NoC. Finally, the introspection interface gathers simulation
results including NoC power dissipation, temperature, delay
and area from all the router model components. It then uses
several metrics to explore interconnect options in manycore
processors.

4. TECHNOLOGY MODELS

The following power, area and thermal models are currently
integrated with the SST technology interface. They support
power/area/thermal analysis of five component types (core,
clock, shared cache, memory controller and NoC/router).

4.1. HotSpot

HotSpot is a thermal simulation tool used for estimating
chip-wide temperature based on an architectural floor plan
and simulated power measurements [9]. The SST technology
interface includes the transient thermal simulation kernel of
HotSpot, and provides HotSpot with dynamic values for power
density and the present temperature of each block. In this
paper, we use power densities obtained from McPAT. HotSpot
then solves a series of differential equations and returns the
new temperature of each block. However, the temperature
analysis does not support the case in which power dissipation
is dependent on the temperature, which is the situation with
leakage [31]. To solve this problem, we extended the thermal
analysis such that the power consumption at a timestep is
calculated as the sum of two components: (1) the dynamic
power return from the power modeling library and (2) the
leakage power calculated at the simulated temperature of the
previous step.

4.2. McPAT

McPAT is an integrated power, area and timing modeling frame-
work for multithreaded, multicore and manycore processors.
It includes power, area and timing models for the processor
cores, NoC, shared caches, memory controllers, and clocking.
Its power models account for dynamic, subthreshold leakage,
gate leakage and short-circuit power. McPAT was validated
against Niagara, Niagara2, Alpha 21364 and the Xeon Tulsa
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processors. The difference between its models and the reported
data was between 10% and 20%.

The original McPAT work [5] assumes uniform temperature
within the chip and no leakage feedback. We extended this
tool to calculate power consumption with consideration of
leakage feedback and temperature variation. Leakage feedback
is processed in three steps; updating temperature-dependent
technology parameters, reconfiguring McPAT and retrieving the
new leakage power.

4.3. IntSim

IntSim is an interconnect-centric CAD tool that optimizes die
size and pitches of different wiring levels for circuit blocks
or logic cores. It includes a methodology for co-optimization
of signal, power and clock interconnects and stochastic wiring
distribution [6, 7]. The primary IntSim algorithm is an iterative
loop that repeatedly calculates the dynamic and leakage power
until the presumed power and the calculated power values
converge. This model is useful to evaluate the power of logical
blocks such as functional units in the microarchitecture.

4.4. ORION

ORION is a power and area library for different router
configurations, which projects potential circuit structures for
each configuration at each technology node [8]. ORION was
validated to within 7% and 11% error on the Intel 80-core
Teraflops and SCC chips, respectively. It takes the SST router
model resource utilization information for each router and link
as input activity and returns network dynamic and leakage
power.

5. VALIDATION

The validation of the SST is composed of three levels: the
component level, the component–technology interface level and
the component–component level.

The SST often seeks to include existing architectural
and network simulators, and provides them a parallel and
scalable framework. The simulator developers are responsible
for verifying their models (components). The SST currently
includes cycle-based detailed processor models (e.g. M5),
a detailed flit-based router model based on the RedStorm
SeaStar router [32] and an abstract message-based router
model (Section 3.4.1), a highly detailed memory model
(DRAMSim2 [33]) and well-received power/thermal models
(McPAT, ORION, HotSpot). Most of these models are validated
against real machines.

At the component–technology interface, we verify that com-
ponents interfacing to power/thermal models are implemented
accurately. To validate this, we run two simulations. In one sim-
ulation, power and temperature of an NoC are estimated by
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of temperature from the two simulation
methodologies.
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FIGURE 3. Validation against with the Intel 48-core test chip.

McPAT and HotSpot integrated in the SST. In the other simula-
tion, usage information of the NoC is fed into the stand-alone
McPAT to compute power. The power trace is then fed into
the stand-alone HotSpot to compute temperature. Both simu-
lations are run for 500 ms and power/temperature statistics are
gathered every 50 ms. Figure 2 shows that the results from our
framework and the direct McPAT/HotSpot output are identi-
cal. We do not validate the interface by comparing the results
from our framework with power measurements of real machines
because McPAT is know to have >50% error in dynamic power
modeling.

At the component–component level, we verify the links
between components, the events sending and receiving, and
the timing are handled accurately by the SST core. We use the
communication pattern generator and the router model to model
the Intel 48-core test chip [34] and the Cray Red Storm system
installed at Sandia. At the high level, we use the MPI ping-pong
latency benchmark to validate the two models. The ping-pong
latency is a common network benchmark that helps to insure
that basic latencies are correct. As Fig. 3 illustrates, the MPI
ping-pong latency matches very well between the simulated and
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FIGURE 4. Validation against with the Red Storm system.

the 48-core test chip. It is worth noting that the figure shows
simple hop delay, and since the ping-pong latency is a very
simple benchmark, there is no contention in the network nor
randomness in the model, and the result is very deterministic.

Figure 4 shows the ping-pong latency between the simulated
and the Red Storm system. The simulation result matches the
initial latency of around 4 μs, and the end latency at 1 kB
of ∼6 μs. However, it does not show the characteristic bend at
32 bytes. The bend may come from a change in processing the
message when it is <32 bytes long, and after it reaches that size.
Considering the complexity of the system and our use of generic,
coarse-grained components, we consider this validation result
to be good. We expect that enhancing the models can mimic the
messaging processing behavior.

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS
INTERCONNECT OPTIONS OF MANYCORE
PROCESSORS

We illustrate the utilization of the integrated modeling
framework by applying it to evaluate different interconnect
options of manycore processors with consideration of the
leakage feedback and within-chip temperature variation. We
study the power, the energy-delay product (EDP) and the
energy-delay-area product (EDAP) for four manycore system
configurations. We also examine how temperature variation
impacts these metric values.

6.1. Experimental setup

We consider a manycore architecture used in McPAT’s work for
our baseline system and analysis. The manycore architecture
consists of multiple clusters connected by a 2D-mesh on-chip
network. A cluster has one or more cores and there is one
communication pattern generator on each core. Routers in the
network have local ports that connect to a cluster of cores

as well as ports that connect to the neighboring routers. The
cores attached to the same router in the NoC are assumed to
have a shared L2 cache. Messages between them carry a flag
indicating that they should be handled at a lower latency and
higher bandwidth by the router model.

We adopt parameters from McPAT and our experiments
assume 64-core NoC designs and 22 nm processing technology.
Our study considers four configurations: 1 core, 2 cores, 4 cores
and 8 cores per cluster. Simulations are run with a time step of
150 000 ns and the NoC power is estimated every 100 timesteps.
The simulation overhead highly depends on the components
used. In this study, we use the high-level communication pattern
generator and the router model, which incur little processing
and memory overhead. The SST startup takes less than a
second. Simulations with power/thermal modeling result in
∼10% overhead, mainly due to the computation performed in
McPAT and HotSpot.

6.2. Comparison of router power estimated by McPAT
and ORION

The two power models, McPAT and ORION, supported by the
modeling framework are popularly used in many power-related
architecture research projects. First, we want to compare them

TABLE 1. Parameter values.

Technology 65 nm
Clock frequency 1.0 GHz
Supply voltage 1.2V
Number of input ports 8
Number of output ports 8
Flit bits 128
Virtual Channels per port 2
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of McPAT and ORION in estimation of
router power with varying number of ports.
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in terms of NoC power modeling. We use the parameters in
Table 1 to model router power dissipation by both McPAT and
ORION and the results are shown in Figs 5 and 6.

In Fig. 5, the number of ports is varied from 2 to 12 while
the rest of the parameters are kept the same. In Fig. 6, the flit
width is varied from 8 bits to 256 bits. The figures show that the
discrepancy between McPAT’s and ORION’s power estimations
is small (an average of 10%), and they both grow at about the
same rate when the number of ports and flit bits are varied.

Each of the two power modeling tools has its advantage over
the other. For example, McPAT also provides power models
for core, memory controller and shared cache. One can simply
call McPAT to model the overall power dissipation of manycore
systems. On the other hand, ORION’s NoC parameters are much
more customizable than McPAT’s and are more flexible to model
various router architectures. In addition, ORION is a modeling
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of McPAT and ORION in estimation of
router power with varying flit width.
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FIGURE 7. Normalized power of the manycore systems.

tool specifically for NoC so it takes less time to initialize while
McPAT may have a huge design space to exhaust the search for
the best value power and area deviation.

6.3. Performance and efficiency tradeoff in clustering

Figure 7 shows the total power of the four configurations
(1-core, 2-core, 4-core and 8-core per cluster) normalized by
the value of the 4-core per cluster configuration. In these
simulations, we use McPAT to model the NoC power dissipation
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FIGURE 8. Normalized EDP and EDAP.
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FIGURE 9. Normalized number of intra-cluster communication.
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variation.
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FIGURE 11. Normalized EDP and EDAP with consideration of temperature variation.

with neither leakage feedback nor temperature variation. In
general, clustering reduces the system total power except at
the 8-core per cluster configuration.

We use two metrics to evaluate the performance and efficiency
tradeoffs in clustering. The EDAP is of particular interest
because the metric includes both an operational cost element
(energy) and a capital cost element (area) [5]. Figure 8 shows
EDAP and EDP of the four system configurations normalized
by the values of the 4-core per cluster configuration. Figure 8(A)
shows that clustering using 4 cores gives the best EDAP. This
is consistent with McPAT’s conclusion that the 4-core per
cluster configuration has the best EDAP on all benchmark
suites on average [5]. Figure 8(B) shows the 4-core per cluster
configuration also has the best EDP.

It has been shown that, on average, increasing the cluster
size improves the system EDP and the effects of clustering
on the metric values depend heavily on applications [5]. In
our study, the 8-core per cluster configuration has the worse
EDP than the 4-core per cluster design. This is because of
the characteristics of the communication pattern generator we
use. In this study, we assume that the cores in the same
cluster have a shared L2 cache. Figure 9 shows that the
communication pattern generator results in similar numbers
of local communications (intra-cluster communications) for
the 4- and the 8-core per cluster configurations. Therefore,
clustering 8 cores together does not derive more benefit from
cache sharing compared with the 4-core per cluster design. On
the other hand, the 2-core per cluster design has ∼50% less
local communications and thus consumes more power in routing
messages.

6.4. Effect of temperature variation and leakage
feedback on performance

In the previous section, we simulate the network on chip with a
single uniform temperature and without leakage feedback. We
now consider temperature variation and leakage feedback in the

model and examine how these affect the metric values for the
four system configurations.

Figure 10 shows the total power consumption of the
four configurations normalized to the lowest power NoC
configuration. The grey bars indicate estimated NoC power with
no leakage feedback or temperature variation, while the black
bars show the estimated power taking both into consideration.
The figure shows that when both leakage feedback and
temperature variation are considered, the power consumption
for each configuration increases (by ∼10%) compared with the
no variation case. Besides, the relative power ranking among
the four configurations remains the same as the one with no
variation.

Next, we examine the impact of considering both leakage
feedback and temperature variation on EDAP and EDP.
Figure 11 shows the normalized EDAP and EDP of the four
configurations with (solid line) and without variance (dashed
line). We can see that considering temperature variation does
not change the relative ranking of EDAP or EDP among the
four configurations. The figure gives the same conclusion that
the 4-core per cluster configuration has the best EDAP and
EDP. However, it is still important to consider the temperature
variation in NoC power modeling because it can introduce
substantial differences in total power dissipation. Even though
the relative power ranking does not change, a design may have
a power constraint that needs to be met. Therefore, total power
should be accurately estimated in order to make a correct design
decision.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we implement a framework for integrated power,
area and thermal simulation and data gathering. The framework
includes a number of power and thermal models and contains
leakage feedback functionality. We illustrate the utilization of
the framework on studying performance and efficiency tradeoffs
in the clustering of manycore processors with consideration
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of within-chip temperature variation and leakage feedback.
Integration of this power, area and temperature estimation
capability to the SST for HPC architectural simulations makes
it possible to use the SST for hardware/software co-design of
future exascale systems.

We first compare the two power models, McPAT and
ORION, in NoC power estimation. Our result suggests that
there is a small discrepancy between the two in terms of
power dissipation. We then use a manycore architecture
in McPAT’s work for our baseline system and analysis.
While McPAT uses a full simulator to model a core, the
communication pattern generator in the SST allows to generate
network traffic without incurring the processing and memory
overhead. We arrive at the same conclusion as McPAT’s that
configuring a cluster with 4 cores has the best EDAP. When
temperature variation and leakage feedback are taken into
consideration, the conclusion remains the same. Even so,
considering the temperature variation in power estimation is
still important because it substantially increases the power
dissipation, which can change a designer’s decision in choosing
a network configuration. Moreover, it has been shown that
the amount of performance gained by the use of a manycore
processor depends very much on the application. When more
communication pattern generators are implemented, we expect
that our simulation results would demonstrate the impact
of communication patterns on power, EDAP and EDP in
more detail.
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